Cost [ optimisation ] for grocery retailers - does every little help?
Why is getting it right so important?

Your journey to a successful cost-optimisation
programme

Cost optimisation across retail is critical in the current climate, but
in particular for grocery retailers, where there has been a clear
squeeze on proﬁt margins and customer satisfaction. In fact, during
2020, client satisfaction (CSAT) in the groceries sector fell by 0.9
points, compared to an average fall of just 0.1 points across other
sectors. Additionally, consumers are shopping online more
frequently, whilst the cost-to-serve for these remains high.
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Understand your cost-optimisation strategy,
vision and long-term goals
Create your cost optimisation strategy with Customer Experience (CX)
at its heart and align this with your organisation’s strategy and vision
to guide your cost optimisation approach and principles. In the
current environment, your customer-facing processes (online
ordering, digital payment, product delivery) are essential in achieving
an excellent CX - your optimisation strategy for these processes
needs to be tailored to meet customer needs. Your long-term
strategy and vision will enable you to diﬀerentiate between essential
and non-essential costs, and your approach to optimising these.
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Assess your business and identify areas for
cost-optimisation
Assess your business against key cost criteria (COGS, cost-to-serve,
tech/process ineﬃciency) to identify where costs are misaligned,
focusing on people, process and technology. Use this data to
understand where costs can be optimised and (roughly) how this can
be accomplished, aligning to your strategy and principles. An
example could be ineﬃciencies in your
inventory management processes optimisation here can reduce the cost to store
stock, whilst accelerating order fulﬁlment and
product delivery, in turn improving customer
experience.

Deﬁne your outcomes and agree measures
of success
Deﬁne tangible outcomes to meet against your cost optimisation
strategy. What is business critical and what is a stretch goal? Your
key outcome could be achieving a 10% reduction in operational
cost over 3 years, without negatively impacting your CX. Deﬁne
what success looks like for you and which metrics you want to use
to track progress (your speciﬁc operational cost KPIs vs. delivery
slot availability, customer complaints, CSAT etc.). This will ensure
your CX is not negatively impacted as a result of the costoptimisation programme.
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Having a deﬁned and agreed vision, built on a foundation of customer experience
(CX), is key to the success of cost optimisation programmes. By operating more
eﬃciently, and investing in an improved customer proposition, you create an
excellent customer experience which drives loyalty and long-term retention optimising cost of sale, whilst maintaining your revenue streams. These are the
critical steps to take on your cost-optimisation journey:
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Be agile in delivering the
opportunities...
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Using an iterative approach to deliver your identiﬁed
opportunities can rapidly deliver value and gain buy-in
from stakeholders. Get early and frequent feedback to
reﬁne your approach and reprioritise your eﬀorts, if
required. For example, focusing on suppliers with the
highest lead times could enable the most signiﬁcant cost
reduction in the shortest time. By evaluating the impact
this has on the rest of the supply chain, you can ﬁne tune
your approach before working with other suppliers.
Consistently assessing your approach against
set KPIs and measures of success ensures
you validate progress against your outcomes,
deliver value early, and enable delivery of
your opportunities at scale.

Prioritise, qualify, shape and plan
Prioritise your areas of focus to ensure you have a targeted
approach to cost optimisation and use your time, eﬀort, and
resources in the most eﬃcient way. Create a backlog of tangible
opportunities to pursue, qualifying the potential cost-savings,
eﬀort to deliver, and business beneﬁts. In the inventory
management example, you may identify your highest priority is
enabling underperforming suppliers to cut lead times or
optimising inventory management to reduce waste. Prioritising
and qualifying allows you to shape and plan an actionable
delivery approach.
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Check-out: Cost savings
achieved
Continue to assess the cost-optimisation
programme against your pre-deﬁned measures
of success to identify which outcomes you have
achieved and where further eﬀort is required.
Work with business areas to ensure the initiatives
you have implemented continue to be adopted
after the cost-optimisation programme ends.
Once you have achieved your outcomes, prioritise
further initiatives above and beyond your costsaving goal and identify the next best areas to
invest in, enabling continuous improvement in
your organisation.

... whilst simultaneously embedding the
change to make it stick
In parallel with delivery of the opportunities it is critical to
prioritise adoption of the changes - this is where the greatest
risk to cost-optimisation lies. Lack of adoption and
embedding of cost-optimisation initiatives consistently ranks
as one of the major reasons for failure for these initiatives. It is
critical that change management is implemented across your
internal teams (i.e. operational, product etc.) to successfully
embed the change across the organisation, and to ensure the
right behaviours are adopted. This will enable faster
realisation of business beneﬁts and return on investment.

For more information, or to discuss embarking on your cost-optimisation journey with us, contact us at info@clarasys.com

